
STORAGE AND UNPACKING INSTRUCTION 
 OF PHOTOVOLATIC MODULES 
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U LE HOU  E HANDLED BY 2 PERSONS

U LE HOU  E HANDLED BY 2 PERSONS

U LE HOU  E HANDLED BY 2 PERSONS

MOUDLE SHOULD BE HANDLED BY 2 PERSONS  KEEP DRY 

STACK LIMIT IN 2 UNITS THIS SIDE THIS SIDE UP 

FRAGILE DO NOT STEP ON  



  

  

  

 

Cut off the whole packing
belt of the pallet, and use
a forklift  to  separate  the
two pallet modules.

Cut  off the  packing  tape
of    the    single    pallet , 
remove the isolated wood
( or plastic wrap ) and the 
carton cover.
                                           
                                        Remove remaining modules
                                        from  the carton sequentially.

Remove the  first  module
labeled   "1"    from     the 
opening position (marked 
in red) firstly.

When the last  5  pieces  of
modules are left in the  car-
ton,please provide sufficient
strength support on the side
of modules to avoid the car-
ton turned  over due  to  the
strong  wind and  accidental
collision.



    



   



 

Cut off the whole packing
belt of the pallet, and use
a forklift  to  separate  the
two pallet modules.

Cut off the packing strap
of the  single  pallet  and
remove the top cover  of
the carton.

                                         Remove  the  lifting  bracket
                                         and the movable  card  slots
                                         (top and sides) successively.

  Take off the carton  body
  vertically , and  then  cut
  off the two packing belts
  on top and bottom of the
  carton body, remove the
  four protecting ridges.

 

When each of the modules is
taken  out  in turn, lift  up  the
EVA card slot on  the  top   to
ensure   that   the   remaining
modules  are  still  in  a  fixed
state,  and then  take  out  all
modules in turn.
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Figure 12
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Figure 13
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